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We consider the parameter estimation problem for the scalar diusion type process




 iXt  ridt dW t
The asymptotic behavior of the classical maximum likelihood estimator MLE very
depends on the true values of parameter             m 
Here we construct a sequential MLE with preassigned least square accuracy for the
socalled stationary and the periodic cases of the solution X The limit behaviour
of the duration of the procedure with given accuracy is obtained
Keywords  stochastic dierential equations time delay maximum likelihood esti
mator sequential analysis least square accuracy
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  Introduction
Assume W tFt t  
 is a realvalued Wiener process on a ltered probability
space F  Ft t  
 P  and Xt t   r satises the following dierential
equation with time delay
  Unter den Linden   D		
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 iXt  ridt dW t t  





The parameters ri  i i  
    m are real numbers with 
  r  r     
rm  r if m  	 and r  r  
 if m  
 The initial process Xs s   r 
 is
supposed to be cadlag and all Xs s   r 






The equation 	 is a special case of socalled ane stochastic dierential equation
studied in detail eg in MoSch and Mo In particular it holds  that 	 has a












xt  sdW s t  









sds   for every T with 
  T   Here the function
x denotes the fundamental solution of the corresponding to 	 linear determin
istic equation





 jxt  rj t  
 
xs  
 s   r 
 x
  	
see HaVe for details on 
Fix a subject  of Rm and assume the vector             m    is unknown
and has to be estimated based on the observation Xt The delay times ri are
supposed to be known
The measures P     Rm generated by the solutions of 	 form an exponential
family in the sense of KuSo Thus  one possibility to estimate   is to use the












Xs  ridXs i  






Xs   riXs   rjds i j  
 m
denotes the Fisher information matrix for details see GuKu and KuSo An
other method is provided by sequential estimation Sequential estimation of one
dimensional parameters in exponential families of processes have been studied eg
in LiSh and Nov  see also KuSo 	  Chapter 	
 The moredimensional
parameter case cannot be treated in the same way Indeed  the construction of the
stopping time for the observation in these papers very uses the onedimensionality of
the Fisher information For processes arising from linear stochastic dierential equa
tions without time delay having moredimensional parameters  sequential methods
have been developed in KoPe 	  	  	
Here we shall extend these results to equations of the type 	 We shall construct
for every   
 a sequential procedure   to estimate   with  accuracy in the
square mean sense  ie with E       
The method used below is a two step construction of a random time  where the
rst step uses the trace of the Fisher information matrix and follows the line of the
onedimensional case mentioned above
A generalization of the sequential estimators  constructed in the sequel  to dieren
tial equations of the type 	 but based on noisy observations  will be presented in
a subsequent paper
 Results
Consider the process Xt t   r described by equation 	 above
Throughout this paper we suppose that the following assumption holds
Assumption A  For every     there exist a  deterministic scalar positive
increasing function  on 
 with lim
T
T    and a possibly random
m  	  m  	 matrix function IT  T  
 being continuous periodic
with period   
   
 means IT   I




GT T    IT 
  
 as 
The assumption A is satised under further restrictions on  only For example 
if m  	 then it holds exactly in the following two cases
Consider the set  of all complex roots of the socalled characteristic equation




and put v  v   maxfRej  g It can be easily shown that v  Then
A holds for   f   R j v   
 or v   
 and v   g see GuKu
	 for details If v  
 then the equation 	 admits a stationary solution and
every solution tends to it in distribution  moreover we have   
 we call this case
the stationary case If v  
 and v   the equality  is valid with some
  
 We denote this case as the periodic one
A similar picture appears in the classical moredimensional linear equation
dXt  AXtdt dW t t  
 X
  X




XT X  T dt
Here W  is a d dimensional standard Wiener process and A a given d d matrix
Let max and min be eigenvalues of A having the maximal and minimal abso
lute value under all of eigenvalues of eA respectively It is well known that the
limiting matrix limT TT  exist and is a positive denite deterministic ma
trix in the stable case Remax  
 and T  increase exponentially in the un
stable case Remin  
 Note that for stable case the sequential parameter es
timation problem of matrix A was considered in KoPe 	  for the scalar
model in Nov and LiSh  for unstable case in KoPe 	 and in mixed case
Remax  
 Remin  
 and   	  
 for all eigenvalues  	 of A in KoPe
	
The sequential estimation problem for the matrix A in the stable case by noisy ob
servations was studed in VaKo 	 and VaKo 	

Let us return to the study of 	 and let Assumption A be true
To estimate   with pressigned accuracy   
 we shall start with the maximum like
lihood estimator of   for the given lenght T of observation dened by the equality
 T   GT T  T  
  
From 	 and   we nd the deviation of the estimator  T  from   







ZtdW t Zt  XtXt  r    Xt  rm
 
Now we make a time substitution which enables us to control the second moments
of the noise 

Fix an arbitrary increasing sequence cnn of reals tending to innity Let us dene
the sequence of Ft stopping times n n  	 as follows
n  inffT  
  trGT   
cng 

These moments are nite as due to the condition 
One can easily verify that for any   
 the sequence 




  cn n  	 
Throughout this paper jj  jj denotes the Euclidian norm
The equalities  suggest that the estimation of the parameter   should be per
formed at the moments n
 n   n n  	 	

According to  in order to obtain the estimates with xed least square devia
tion now one should control the behaviour of the sequence of random matrices
Gn n  	 It can be achieved by conducting the observations up to the
moment n with a specially choosen number n Let













The sequential plan T    of estimation of the vector   will be dened by







n   n 	
Obviously   is a Fn stopping time  and therefore  by construction  T  turns
out to be an Ft stopping time
In such a way the sequential estimate   is a random weighted mean of the maxi
mum likelihood estimates  calculated at the stopping times n n  	
The following theorem summarizes the main result
Theorem 	 Assume that Assumption A holds Then for any   
 and any    
the sequential estimation plan   of   possesses the properties
	T   P    as
E k     k
  




  T   lim

  T  
Proof 	 Let us verify the niteness of T    While the moments n are
nite for all n  	  it suces to establish the niteness of the moment  Making





























n  as and for all   
 the moments  and T  are nite as
 Now we estimate the mean square deviation of   From     	 and by









































For the rst inequality we used the CauchyBunjakovsky inequality
 In order to establish the limiting relationships for T  we note that as in 	




n j  
 as 	 
According to 	  and by the denition of the moment  for small but positive 
we have the inequalities
     
   as 	
with
   inffN  	  N   sup
u
ug   	













From 	 and 	 follows the assertion  of the Theorem 	

  	   lim

  T   	   
where
	   c    sup
u
Iu




Theorem 	 is proved
 Example
Consider system 	 with m  	 r  	
dXt   Xtdt  Xt  	dt  dW t t  






Assume for reasons of of citation  that X is continuous
The sequential plan T    of estimation       
 
will be dened as 	



















We can reformulated Theorem 	 for this cases as follows
Theorem  Let the parameters   and   in 
 such that we have the stationary
or periodic case  for the notation see chapter one Then the sequential plan 	 of
estimation         possesses the properties
	oT   P    as
oE k     k
  




T   lim

T   P    as 

are fullled where    in the stationary case and   ln in the






lnj  as 
holds
Proof of 	o   o According to Theorem 	 the assertions 	o and o of Theorem 
will be proved if the matrix GT  	 satises the condition 
Now we establish the auxiliary equalities
lim
T
TGT   I as 
for the stationary case and
lim
T
j evTGT   IT  j  
 as 




















and IT  is a periodic matrix
IT  
	
gT  gT 



















it  Ai  cost Bi  sinot i  
 
A 
v   a 	
v   a 	  
 B 










cos    sin o









o  argfIm j    Re  v Im  
g





xt  s  	Xsds 
Z t

xt  sdW s  





we can see that
lim
t





xt  sdW s is a stationary process with the correlation matrix
I  which is ergodic GuKu  KuSo Then the equality  hold




xt  	  te
vot  oet
for some  with   v Similar to Lemma  in GuKu we can prove the equality
lim
t
j e tXt  Ut j  
 as


























evtUT   tdt  
 as
The other equations in  may be proved analogously Note that according to
GuKu Iu  
 for u  
 and the matrix function Iu is continuous on
R It follows Iu  
 for u  
Then    and the conditions  for
the matrix GT  dened by 	 are established

o In order to obtain the exact limiting relationships for T  in the stationary case
it suces to note that by the denition of stopping times n and  we get for
all n  	
lim






 Gn  cn  trI










Take into account that in this case T   T from   		   and  we have
	  lim

  T   lim

  T   	 
with
	  c  trI
 	  ctrI
 





Then the inequalities  for the stationary case hold
Now we establish the assertion o of Theorem  for the periodic case


























From here and 	 we can obtain the relationships
lim








































The assertion o of Therem  is established Theorem  is proved
From Theorem  it follows that the duration T  of the sequential estimation has a
nonrandom lower and upper bounds !	 and !	 respectively asymptot
ically These bounds have the same increasing rate with  	 
 From assertions 
and  of Theorem  follows that the convergence rate of the mean square deviation
of the sequential estimator   corresponds with the rate of convergence of the MLE
in stationary and periodic cases GuKu
According to the inequalities  the duration of observations T  in stationary
case is approximately not great than 	 with 	 dened by 
 when  is small
Note that in this case one can obtain the following limiting equalities
lim





T   	 as
Here  is dened by 
 To obtain  we change the denition of  a little bit
Replace the magnitudes n  in the denition of  in 		 by the nearest integer
from above and choose cn in such a way that the constant  in 		 is irrational
In this case  the limit lim

SN is stricly greate thn  and this implies 
From  it follows that by small  the moments    as and by the property
 it is obvious that the sequential estimate   may be represented in stationary
case as the mean of nite numbers  of maximum likelihood estimates   which are








The number  may be asymptotically estimated with help of the property  and
by the denition 
 of the moment 
It should be pointed out also that by known bound  for inf
u
u    
 with
u dened by 	  according to 	 we obtain
  inffN  	  N  
g  	
by small  if the sequence cn is such that    Then for the sequential estimate
  dened by 	 for small  we have
  
  as
Remark From Theorem  we can see that the sequential estimators   converge to
the true value   in mean square as 	 
 in stationary and periodic cases Moreover 
for any sequence n n  	 of positive integers such that
P
n
n  we can dene
the sequence of estimators ! n n  	 ! n   n  n  	 Then the sequence 
! n of
estimators for   is strongly consistent It follows from the assertion  of Theorem 
and the Borel  Cantelli lemma
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